
When in-person: use circle seating without tables, be clear
on who plays the role of “circle keeper” or facilitator.
Talking piece optional. Decide format of participation
(around the circle, partner, popcorn, etc.) for a particular
round / segment or the entire meeting. Allow individuals to
“pass” but check-in periodically to make sure everyone has
a voice. 

Establish group norms by consensus (judgment free, deep
listening, present, trust, lean speech, acceptance of non-
closure, etc) and keep them visible or refer to them at each
gathering. 

Start with welcoming ritual (mindful breathing moment,
brief greeting or sharing, setting intentions for the meeting
or the project). 

Use brain breaks (movement, energizers, etc.) and apply the
90/20/8 rule to stay engaged – take a break every 90
minutes, content chunked in 20 minute segments,
incorporate interaction every 8 minutes.

Manage efficiency and participation with attention cues
based on choice (raised hand, call and response, type in
chat, use a reaction icon etc.). 

Close with an optimistic closure (positive reflection)
related to the theme of the meeting.

Allow for quiet time / spaces. 

Take technology breaks. 

Pause 3 seconds before responding or
hitting “send” to an email. 

Take the long way to the restroom and
greet / compliment a colleague en route.

Give a colleague a random positive
note/text when you catch them doing
something right. 

Set a goal to express gratitude explicitly
daily. 

Apply problem solving/ restorative circle
structures and protocols to resolve conflict.
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See pages two and three for signature
practices for use as Adult SEL Practices,
taken from the CASEL Signature Practices
Playbook.






